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RESPONSIBILITY…

ACCOUNTABILITY…

COST EFFICIENCY…

A building, like a living being, must breathe, take in nourishment, generate warmth, remain protected against
potential harm, and be able to cry out for help when threatened. It also contributes to society by safeguarding
and transporting goods or people.
As in a living being, the life systems are complex and intertwined. Those who think of them simply as a grid of
pipe, wiring, metal, and gears laid out to a predetermined plan don't understand the artistry and delicacy with
which a building’s mechanical services have been conceived and developed. They don't see the intricate detail
and precision that goes into their design, assembly, and installation.
The complexity of building systems is so significant that it's a tribute to the industry's cooperation and
coordination every time a major project is concluded. To complete a project on time and within budget requires
management and administrative skills of the highest order, and full reliance on the professionalism of the entire
team.
Responsibility propagates to various trade groups involving several different trades. It is at this point that the
industry has had to develop innovative approaches to the coordination of so many trades on complex project.
Consolidating responsibility into logically related segments is the only method that a construction and design
team can use to cope with such detail. This is the most effective tool it has. Without this consolidation, it is
doubtful whether major projects could even commence.
The methodology our industry has found to work best is to delegate full and total responsibility of the mechanical
package to the Prime Mechanical Contracting professional. The Prime Mechanical Contractor is responsible
for selecting and coordinating mechanical subcontractors with the skill and strengths suited to the project.
Through the entire project, Prime Mechanical Contractors assume full responsibility for all mechanical related
service and activities. The construction and design team needn't worry about scheduling, payment of
subcontractors, the effect of a subcontractor defaulting, or warranting completed building systems. The
mechanical subcontractors understand and appreciate that the Prime Mechanical Contractor provides a single,
reliable control point for them. Otherwise they would be left to their own devices in negotiating and coordinating
with a multitude of other groups. The administrative savings alone are considerable!
The Prime Mechanical Contractor is the single authority on complex, vital mechanical systems. For the
building to function at all, these elements must work as an entity. Each one is commissioned for the first time and
carefully tested.
After the building is completed and operational, the prime mechanical contractor remains on-call for any warranty
work. It is not unusual for owners to safeguard their investment by retaining the Prime Mechanical Contractor
for the maintenance of the entire mechanical system.

The Prime Mechanical Contractor is your
guarantee of cost effective, worry free and safe project!

A successful building is the sum of its parts!
A successful project is the sum of its partners!

COOPERATION…

COORDINATION…

SIMPLIFICATION…

Tendering Documents and Procedures
It is at the tendering stage that everyone involved in the project, including the owner, makes or loses money. Correct interpretation of the
designer’s intents (which cannot be seen when focusing on a single element) is absolutely vital. Prime Mechanical Contractors can see
areas that present potential problems or conflicts that may require special handling. They have the expertise to visualize and predict outcomes
because many mechanical items, which are their areas of expertise, are reactive.
Avoiding Conflicts
One example of a conflict, on separately contracted projects, is where one or more contractors relocate services previously installed because
no one firm was assigned the overall responsibility for co-ordination. Tact and appreciation of on-site observances are needed to mediate any
conflict should it arise. By ensuring that one Prime Mechanical Contractor is responsible for all mechanical related work, the design
authority is assured that all the services run as they should.
Responsibility
The Prime Mechanical Contractor is totally conversant with accepted engineering principles, all the skills of each mechanical sub trade, the
manufacturers who supply the complex equipment and the mechanical operation of the equipment itself. Prime Mechanical Contractors
stay current with new product innovations, legislation, and changes within the construction industry. The Prime Mechanical Contractor
regards the walls and ceilings of a building as the skin of a body so they take great care of each system and are focused on giving the
functionality and personality.
Major Systems
Site Services; Plumbing, HVAC, Fire Suppression, Automated Controls, Refrigeration Systems ;Insulation; Specialized Process Systems (e.g.:
medical gas/hydraulics). The Prime Mechanical Contractor is the single source of authority on all of these complex vital elements and more.
They must work together as an entity. The Prime Mechanical Contractor ensures that they do just that!
Scheduling
The best way to avoid confusion is to “plan it out of existence” with insightful scheduling and teamwork. Prime Mechanical Contractors
provide a single, consolidated master schedule for the project portion of any venture. Prime Mechanical Contractors are considered experts
at logistics. Successful schedule management depends on knowing the precise sequence in which components must be put in place and
exactly how long it takes to accomplish a given task. Co-operation and teamwork between the Prime Mechanical Contractor, the
manufacturer, the shipper, the municipality, the weather, and the traffic are all areas within the realm of their expertise.
Interference
The amount of detail is staggering, with administration, legalities, physics, design, and economics of a project. There are numerous engineers,
architects, and designers involved and there is only a Prime Mechanical Contractor in between. With their extensive experience they take
“lines and symbols” on paper and turn them into reality.
Financial Stability
When the Prime Mechanical Contractor assumes responsibility for the total mechanical services on a project, they assume full financial
responsibility for every one of their sub trades as well. Any headaches encountered are theirs.
Economics
The single most powerful management tool that the construction and design teams have, is integrating financial responsibility into blocks.
Instead of a series of fragmented bids for mechanical services, a Prime Mechanical Contractor ensures there is only one to be reviewed.
The alternative is to deal individually with all of the sub trades and the number of parties to coordinate jumps from one to a multitude.
Lower Coordinating Costs
Mechanical services in a building touch on every field of engineering and all the other trades present. Every room and each section of a
building accommodates a mechanical device, so all the mechanical trades are involved in the sequence of every element of construction.
Prime Mechanical Contractors have the skill to eliminate issues that may arise from improper sequencing. They take full responsibility for
their decisions.
Commissioning
The Prime Mechanical Contractor has the knowledge and is the authority on the complex, vital mechanical systems. For a building to
function, these elements must work as an entity. Each one is started for the first time and carefully tested. Even in the most carefully thoughtout situation, systems impinge on each other and may react in unexpected ways. They must be carefully tuned to one another and brought to
full performance capability. Astute owners will insist that the people who know the building best, the Prime Mechanical Contractor, continue
to maintain its vital systems.
Warranty
The concept of Total Mechanical Responsibility is most important in warranting. Without a Prime Mechanical Contractor’s services, there
would be overlapping warranties from suppliers and installers. Warranty to fulfillment would become a nightmare for the owner.
Owners/Architects/Engineers
Lowest cost. Within budget. Functional design. Economical and efficient environment. These are all important issues for owners, architects,
and engineers. They have all learned, through experience that developing working partnerships with Prime Mechanical Contracting
professionals is the best route to continued success in achieving a common goal. The Prime Mechanical Contractor works with these
partners to resolve the logistical complexities involved in the joining of disciplines to turn conceptual designs into reality.
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